ECVET Top Tips
 If new to using ECVET, work with a mobility partner you know / have worked with in the past,
if possible
 If you go with a new partner, set out very clear partnership criteria so all parties have shared
expectations
 Try to have face-to-face prep meetings with partners
 Be aware of cultural differences when working with partners
 The MoU can be adapted, for example to include “practicalities” in addition to the core use of
noting the qualification and quality elements that must be agreed for successfully
implementing ECVET
 Review the learners’ current course outline to identify the learning outcomes they can
potentially achieve on their placement
 Ensure tutors / faculty are involved in the process of agreeing the MoU and determine the
learning outcomes that the learners should be looking to achieve on their placements
 Learners need consistent preparation for their placement; you can use the Learning
Agreement to outline their preparatory requirements
 Involve the students in preparing for their placement by having them help complete the
Learning Agreement, setting out their responsibilities and the expectations for the placement
 Involve the accompanying person / tutor during the placement in ensuring the learners are
being assessed in accordance with the MoU
 Have a clear understanding of what is needed to evidence assessment in order for validation
to occur; communicate this clearly with the host partner
 Be realistic about what sort of evidence partners can / cannot provide
 Remember that learners can work towards evidencing some learning outcomes in a unit, if
the placement it too short to make achieving a full unit practical
 Review the MoU after the placements in order to improve it for next time! See what you can
build on, hopefully getting the host more involved with assessment as you go along
 Don’t be afraid to discuss arrangements with awarding bodies to see whether they will
accept evidence and assessment from the host partner

